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Heavy Rain and Severe Weather: Situational Overview

• An unsettled weather pattern will continue today/tonight. Showers and scattered 

thunderstorms remain in the forecast, and areas of heavy rain are expected. 

• The forecast calls for an additional half inch to more than two inches of rain across Arkansas. 

Spotty flash flooding is possible, and some minor river flooding is likely to occur or is 

ongoing.

• While the primary concern will be heavy rain, there could be isolated severe storms across 

southern Arkansas. More significant severe weather is likely farther south along the Gulf 

Coast (from Louisiana into Mississippi and Alabama).   



Heavy Rain/Severe Weather (April 10-11)

An unsettled weather pattern will continue today/tonight. Widespread showers/t-storms will likely result in rainfall amounts from a

half inch to more than two inches of rain. This could lead to spotty flash flooding/minor river flooding. There is a potential for 

isolated severe storms across the south. More significant severe weather is likely along the Gulf Coast.

Severe Risk (04/10)
Rainfall (Through

7 am CDT 04/11)



Excessive Rainfall Potential (April 10)

Rain may become excessive 

today/tonight in portions of 

Arkansas. This could lead to 

spotty flash flooding and minor 

flooding along tributaries such 

as the Black, Cache, Ouachita, 

and lower White Rivers. More 

significant high water issues are 

expected along the Gulf Coast.

Excessive Rain Outlook (04/10)



Timing of Heavy Rainfall (April 10)

Data Courtesy of College of DuPage*This is a model depiction of the radar at these times and is subject to change.

6 AM Wednesday 10 AM Wednesday 2 PM Wednesday

6 PM Wednesday 10 PM Wednesday 2 AM Thursday



Flood Watch (April 10)

A Flood Watch remains posted 

across much of central and 

southern Arkansas through 

tonight.



Flood Forecast (April 9)

While rivers as a whole are 

currently not experiencing 

flooding, there is minor

flooding along the Ouachita

River.
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